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1 Introduction 

Sonia has a feature which allows sites to rank students in a particular order. What the sites can do with this ordered 

list varies in Sonia depending on the placement process. This document will be exploring how this feature can be used 

to allow sites to effectively allocate students within a placement group. 

1.1 Two-step allocation process 

Within Sonia Sites can make offers to students, and the student has the option to accept or reject that offer. This 

functionality provides flexibility when it comes to managing allocations. We recommend using Sonia to clearly explain 

to students their role in the placement process and ensure they are aware of any consequences for rejecting a 

placement. 

1.2 Site hierarchy 

Because site contacts in Sonia can be linked to more than one site having a hierarchy poses no challenge with this 

method. A site contact can make an offer to a student for sites to which they are explicitly linked. Don’t forget to 

provide the site contact with the site permission Can edit placement requests. 

 

1.3 Ranking status 

When sites rank students, they attach a status to them. The names of the status can be changed in School Options -> 

Lists. However, each status must link back to a Sonia defined status, which drives functionality. For the purpose of 

this guide, be sure to have a Ranking status linked to the Sonia status of Offered, so the sites can make offers to 

students. Also, have one linked to the status of Accepted, so the students can accept and be allocated. 
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2 How to setup Sonia Rankings 

The setup demonstrated below will be for a single placement group, however, some of these settings can be 

configured in School Options to apply across all placement groups. 

2.1 Placement group permissions 

Ensure that the placement group is Visible to students so the students can see the group. Also, ensure Allocations 

finalised to sites and Allocations finalised to students are ticked. This ensures that once a student has accepted an 

offer their allocation is visible to them. Without these being ticked the allocation would be hidden despite the student 

having already viewed the site offer. 

 

2.2 Placement group settings 

From the Placement group -> Settings -> Placement Settings click to Rankings (override school settings if 

necessary) and under General settings enable the following:  

• Sites can see rankings: Enable this so the sites can use the ranking feature. 

• Students can see their own rankings: Enable this, so students can see and manage a site offer. 

• Sites can offer placements to students: Enable this key setting to allow sites to make placement offers to 

students and it ties in nicely with the following. 

• Students are allocated on accepting site’s offer: Enable this setting so once a student accepts, they are 

allocated, no other steps necessary. 

 

The Sonia ranking feature provides great control over site visibility of students. In this case we only want the sites to 

see unallocated students, so under Students visible to sites ensure Unallocated students in the placement group 

has been ticked. 
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3 Ranking Allocation in action 

3.1 Make an offer 

In order to follow along with testing how this appears for sites and students add some students and placement 

requests to your placement group but do not allocate any students. Now choose a placement request, right-click and 

choose View. 

 

This will open the site record and placement request. Click to Site, then Contacts choose and click the appropriate 

contact and click impersonate. 

 

Once the web browser loads, click to Placement and then find the appropriate placement group. One card should 

appear for each placement request in the group. Click on Student Rankings for the appropriate placement request. 
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A list of unallocated students will then show. To make an offer to a student click on Edit. 

 

The following dialog will appear. Change the Status to Offered Placement and click Save. 

 

It will go back to the list, but the status for that student will now appear as what the site contact chooses: 
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3.2 Accept an offer: allocated! 

Now, going back into the Sonia client and the placement group find the student who has been offered a placement 

and impersonate them. 

 

Then click to Placements and Details of the placement group. 

 

From here the student can see the offer and accept it. 

 

This then immediately allocates the student in Sonia. 

 


